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The question is asked whether or not background, edu
cation, and training of middle and upper level
personnel affects policy outcomes.

bureau~ratic

The Bonneville Power

Administration (BPA) serves as the agency examined.

A

written questionnaire sent to a random sample of BPA execu
tives sought data on background variables with the intent of

2

making comparis9ns.

Most BPA executives are found to share

very similar education and training backgrounds--namely,
engineering studies at Northwest state universities.

Also,

attitudes measured are found to be more similar than dif
ferent on most issues for the agency as a whole.

This

phenomenon is explained in terms of a self-selection process
whereby individuals of similar persuasions, skills, and
values seek out educational and career opportunities with
which they are comfortable and which attract others of
similar perspectives.

The individual is seen to narrow his

viewpoint while reinforcing his exis'ting values.
the dominant perspective is that of the engineer.

At BPA,
The

effect of this engineering perspective is seen in policy
outcomes in energy matters relating to growth, efficiency,
environment, and economy.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The

pu~pose

of this study is to attempt to determine

if the backgiound, tralning, and education of middle and
upper level bureaucratic personnel have a significant effect
on policy. formulation and execution.

Research on
the back
,

ground of bureaucrats is sparse and more is long overdue,
but its importance has not been overlooked:
[The] . • • great impact of government and public.
affairs upon almost all aspects of American life sug
gests, in turn, the importance of furthur attention
to the crucial role of all government executives,
particularly those in the federal government. How
ever, this role cannot be fully understood, much less
carefully considered in terms of the future, without
more knowledge concerning the social origin, educa
tion, mobility, attitude, and personality of those who
occupy positions of trust and responsibility.l
Warner suggests that it is reason enough to study federal
exe6utives because of their important roles in bureaucratiq
de~ision making.

He goes on to say that "The idea that. the

social composition and the outlook of a civil or military
bureaucracy have an important bearing upon its actions is by
no means new • • • • ,,2

This· statement implies that studying

personnel is important not only because their decisions and
I

tive,

W. Lloyd Warner, et al., The American Federal Execu
(New Haven: Yale • Press, 1963),.p. 2.

2 Ibid ., p. 5.

2

actions have broader consequences, but also because a dif
ferent "social composition" or "outlook" might result in
different actions.
This study seeks to add information that may help to
confirm or deny such implications by looking at a particular
federal bureaucracy, the Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA) with an eye to the following questions:
BPA personnel differ and how are they similar?

(1) How do
(2) Are dif

ferent or similar backgrounds, training, and education asso
ciated with different or similar
values?

~ttitudes,

perceptions, and

(3) Is BPA policy affected by any such differences

or similarities?

These questions directed at BPA operate

within broader questions of representation and values.
no one in a

b~reaucracy i~

Since

elected, whose values tend to be

represented and whose neglected?

How are values injected

into the bureaucratic and governmental process?

What safe

guards exist that can protect democracy from abuses of
bureaucratic governing?
Despite the importance of these questions, there has
been little research directed specifically at them.

Dye

notes that " . . . we do not have very many studies which
1.
I

systematically examine the linkage between specific institu
tions, processes, and behaviors and the content of public

policy.~' 3

!
I'
I
I

3Thomas R. Dye, Understanding Public Policy,
wood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972), p. 266.

(Engle

3

[Emphasis Dye's].

While systematic research 'is somewhat

lacking, ~umerous scholars have argued persuasively--a'lbeit

from circumstantial evidence--that the backgrounds of cer
tain bureaucratic'personnel may indeed be reflected in
policy matters ..
preliminary to a' discussion of these works I 'however,
certain assumptions must be stated.
made o~ executed in a vacuum.

First, policy is not

Policy is formulated arid

carried out by people, and people are susceptible, to certain
pressures, biases, goals, attitudes, p.nd values.

Blau con

"

.

firmed this in his cla\ssic D¥nam~cs of, Bureaucracy ~hen he
found that "Officials redefined procedures in terms of the
domina.nt obj ectives of their tasks, and these changes, in
turn, gave rise to further amplifications of procedures. in
the interest of other obj ec"'tiv~s. II 4

Second, people ,at

virtually all levels in. a bureaucratic hierarchy have an
op~ortunity

to make policy.

Kaufman stresses this in .th'e,

Forest, Ranger':
By emphasizing one function' ·over others, by' aggres- '
siveness or passivity, by inventiveness or adherence'
to the status quo, by riskirig the displeasure of
'
superiors or colleagues or neighbors or by' following
the path of least 'resistance, by enthusiastic or in
different or reluctant perfo~mance, the R~nge~s in
effect modify and even make policy--sometimes without
\

.

4peter M.' Blau, The Dynamics of Bureaucracy: A Study
of Interpersonal Relations in Two Government Agencies,
Revised Edi~ion, (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago, 1963), p. 35.

4
.
.
5
]~nowlng
It.

Because people at all levels make and carry out policy, the
effect, if any, of background,

education~

and training

should be of interest to students of government, politics,
and administration.

5

Herbert Kaufman, The Forest Ranger: A Study in Ad
ministrative Behavior, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1967),
p. 65.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Amorig the existing' studies which draw or imply a

con~

nection between background of personnel and policy is
Wilkinson's study in CentlemanlY,Power.

Wilkinson argues

that the perspective of the British governing elite was af
fected by the strict and harsh education offered by the
exclusive public schools.

The public school tradition, he

suggests, with its emphasis on teamwork, fair play, con
formity, discipline, and memorization have helped to cement
the direction of some British policies.

6

Wilkinson points

to lack of military foresight which led to unnecessary loss
of life during World War I and to post war "appeasement" as
being partly a result of " • • • . attitudes engendered by
public school education [which] reinforced rather than off
set a' shortsightedness that British leadership may have
possessed anyway." 7

Wilkinson goes further and, links' the

British constitutional system with the public school tradi
tion of relying on "character" instead of checks and balances
in its approach:

"Like public school authority, British

6Rupert Wilkinson, Gentlemanly Power:
British Leader
ship and the Public School Tradition, (London: Oxford
Univ. Press, 1964).
7 Ibid., p. 87.

6

Cabinet government has depended for responsibility on human
character rather than on written laws. 1t8

While no similar

educational system exists in the United States, wilkinson
provides some footholds with which to continue further. in
vestigation.
Morris Janowitz' study, The Professional Soldier,
focuses on the American military hierarchy and offers further
insights into the effect of background, education, and
training on bureaucratic behavior.

Noting that a high per

centage of American generals and admirals attended one of
the military academies, Janowitz states that academy educa
tion is:
• . . the source of the' pervasive I like-mindedness ,
about military honor and for the sense of fraternity
which prevails among military men. The professional
military perspective until 1950 must be understood
as an amalgam of the conservative background of its
cadets and the technical and g eng ineering curriculum
of West Point and Annapolis.
Seldom has a scholar so clearly stated the link between per
spective and background.

The policy consequences of such

like-mindedness can only be speculated upon, but perspective
may well be an important factor in the approach bureaucratic
personnel take toward policy.
Another major work that cpn.siders background is
8 Ibid., p. 33.

9Morris Janowitz, The Professional Soldier: A Social
and Political Portrait, (New York: Free Press, 1971),
p. 127.

7

Herbert Kaufman's The Forest Ranger.

Kaufman observed that

future forest rangers were willing to conform to the
expected rigors and regulations even before official selec
tion:
• • . they had many of the qualities and attitudes
the Service wants in its men, and they were ready even
prior to,their professional schooling for the demands
that would be made upon them later on. lO
This, self-selection process reinforces similarity of atti
tudes, but uniformity is likely to be even further amplified
by formal schooling.

Kaufman 'notes that there are only, a

limited number of schools offering degrees in forestry, and
that:
the existence of a widespread 'consensus on technical
matters within the agency is . . . not surprising.
In other words, many decisions and actions taken in
the fie'ld are implanted in these men during their
pre-service education:.
11
A9ain, the link is suggested between background, attitudes,
and

technica~

uniformity, but the actual influence of these

forces on polic'y is only educated guesswork'.
Uniformity of attitudes and technical consensus was
recognized in yet another. study, this time in the Justice
Department.

Navasky's Kennedy Justice observed that Robert

Kennedy's legion of Ivy League lawyers had remarkably simi
1ar ideas on the role of negotiation versus confrontation on
issues involving challenges to their concept of federalism.
10

Kaufman, £e- cit., p. 165.

11 Ibid., p. 166.

8

As it affected school desegregation suits, Navasky argues
that the similar backgrounds and education of the young Ivy
League attorneys may have had an impact on policy because
the use of possibly violent action was uniformly
to them.

repugn~nt'

Thus, by emphasizing negotiation over possible

violence, school desegregation was delayed by the personnel
within the Justice Department.

12

The above studies universally link certain aspects of
background, training, and education with attitudes and out
looks that likely had an effect on policy.

Unfortunately,

li,ttle comparative research has been done in this area, thus
leaving it to educated speculation to determine the relative
impact these background v~riables may have on attitudes and
policy.

Because of the myriad, variables that influence

people, this state of affairs is likely to continue.

How

ever, if differences or similarities in attitudes and per
spectives can be determined to be related to certain back
ground variables, then the degree of speculation may be
somewhat lessened.

In order to set the stage for such

analysis, it is necessary to present a brief historical
perspective of the agency to be studied--the Bonneville
Power Administr,ation.

l2Victor S. Navasky, Kennedy Justice,
Atheneum, 1971), pp. 184-221.

(New York:

CHAPTER III
BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION
1

13

Bonneville Povler Administration (BPA) takes its name

I

from Bonneville Darn which was constructed on the Columbia

I

,
I

I
I

I
I

River during ,the 1930s.

It was the construction of this dam

and the resulting controversy that provided the motivation
to create BPA.

Bonneville was primarily ,intended to be a

navigational darn and lock to permit river navigation further
up the river.

To diversify the darn, the Corps of Engineers

(Corps) installed hydroel·ectric generators.
,

But t:he

,

expected generating potential of the dam far exceeded ,the
demand for

elect~icity

in the area at that time.

The ob

vious problem was what to do with the excess generating
potential.
, Three

~r~posals

were offered to solve the problem. ,

Some business and private power interests felt that the
Corps would be sympathetic to their goals, and these groups
wanted the Corps to market the power that was g,enerated.
13The author has drawn heavily from two sources in
this chapter. They are: Charles McKinley, Uncle Sam in
the Pacific Northwest: Federal Management of Natural Re
sources in the Columbia River Valley, (Berkeley: U. of,
California, 1952), pp. 157-228, and Daniel M. Ogden, "The
Development of Federal Power Policy in the Pacific North
west," (Photostated PhD. dissertation, University of Chicago,
1949), Vol. 1.

10

,

The strong public _power groups preferred a separate agency
to market the power, thus reflec·ting their fears that the
Corps would not adequately favor their interests.

Another

group, led by Senator Pope of Idaho, favored a Columbia
V~lley

Authority similar to the Tennessee Valley Authority.

However, progress in construction of Grand Coulee Dam by the
Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) proved to be the factor that
forced the final decision.

The BOR wanted' to market the

power to be generated at its dam while the Corps wanted to
sell the power from Bonneville.

The Pacific, Northwest Re

gional Planning Council foresaw the potential confusion and
coordination problems if two separate agencies marketed
power in one region.

The Council recommended that a sepa

rate marketing agency be created! and that interties be built
I

,

I

between Bonneville and Grand Coulee to better serve power
needs.

President Franklin Roosevelt "compromised" and

pushed for a "temporary" agency under the,Department of, the
Interior to construct the interties and market the

power~

The Bonneville Project Act of 1937 successfully passed on a
wave of New Deal infatuation with public power.

BPA was

born.
The Bonneville Project Act charged the new agency
with:

(1) encouraging electrical usage,

and preference to rural and

domesti~

(2) giving priority

power consumers, and

public power grqups, and (3.) operating in the public

11
good. 14 'Other specific sections of the law state that no
power contract may be for a period longer than twenty years
and that the administrator:
• • • may cancel such contract upon five yearst
notice in writing if in the judgment of the ad
ministrator any part of the electric energy pur
chased under said contract is likely to be needed
to satisfy the requiremegts of ~he said public
.
bodies or cooperatives. l
The statute also gives the administrator authority over the
resale rates charged the ,public by a BPA customer.

16

(How

ever, this authority has never officially been used.)

The

statute also makes it clear that the Corps and the BOR will
build and opera.te the dams, but only BPA will market or
transmit power.

BPA is forbidden to interfere in running

the projects.
BPA began constructing high voltage transmission lines
in 1938 when Congressional appropriations finally passed.
Acting on various directives, BPA began building a power
grid that linked Bonneville Dam and
and Tacoma.

G~and

Coulee with Seattle

Other lines would radiate out from. these points

to smaller cities and towns.

The policies of BPA (as re

quired by the Bonneville Act) 'favored public power groups,
and 'the already strong public power sentiments stimulated
'14Bonneville Project Act, 16 U.S.C. 832 Chapter l2B
(as amended, revised, and supplemented).
l5 Ibid ., section 5(a).
l6 Ibid •

12
~any

condemnation proceedings against private power com

panies.

But the initial direction of BPA was to be per

manently changed by two events.

One was World War II and

the other was the assumption of the job of administrator by
,

Paul Raver on the death of J. D. Ross in 1939.
The war placed increased demands on the energy re
sources of the Northwest.

Up to this time, BPA had inter-

ties only with public power concerns.

The war producti9n

demands required "temporary" interties with many private
companies.

This public-private power grid, coordinated by,

BPA, became known as the Northwest Power Pool.

Before the

war, power sales to private power companies were on a one
year renewable basis.

Pressures of war needs prompted a

change in policy so that the private companies could buy
power on a firm basis for the duration of the war.
the

statuto~y

Despite

provisions for resale rate restrictions, no

price limitations were included in the contracts.

Rapid

industrial expansion during the war was significant to BPA
because, upon the termination of hostilities, the policy of
sales to private companies continued.

Private power had be

come so dependent on BPA for energy that a cutback to pre
\

war policies might have caused shortages to the public

Il.

served by private power.

BPA feared that it would be blamed

for the shortages, and, in 1953, entered into the first
twenty-year contracts with privately owned power companies.
War requirements and regional economic planning were

13
largely responsible for the establishment and expansion of
the aluminum industry in the 1940s.

But Administrator'Paul

Raver's zeal in preparing for the light metals industry had
much to do with the scope and permanence of the plants.
Before the war, Raver ordered studies to be conducted for
likely sites for aluminum mills.

Included in these studies

were detailed forecasts of regional wage levels, labor'
"stability," and degree of unionization which would be of
interest to potential industrialists.

After Pearl Harbor

the light metals industry blossomed allover the Northwest,
but especially along the Columbia River.

The aluminum in

dustry requires huge amounts of electricity because it re
duces alumina (produced from bauxite) to aluminum through a
process of electrolysis.

Post-war aluminum demand did not

diminish as much as had been predicted and the reduction
mills coptinued their production and demand for energy.
BPA's role in,this industry is to sell so-called surplus
power at

gr~atly

reduced rates.

BPA's function expanded during the 1950s to include
responsibility for transmitting most of the electric energy
from most sources within the Columbia River watershed.
Spec~fically,

EPA operates in Oregon, Washington, Idaho,

Western Montana, and small portions of Utah, Wyoming, and
Nevada.

BPA's mission has grown from marketing power from

two federal dams to where it now markets and transmits power
from many federal and public projects and "rents" its

14
transmission facilities to both public and private power
groups.

BPA transmits over 16 million kilowatts of energy

from federal dams alone, and has built and maintains almost
12,000 miles of transmission lines and right-of-way
clearings.

The increased sophistication of the agency is

seen in a treaty with Canada that

pe~its

storage dams in

the Rocky Mountains to accumulate water for winter low-water
periods.

A complex direct current intertie with Southern

California makes it possible for BPA and the Southwest to
trade power during seasonal shortages.

The degree of re

gional interdependence (and likely a picture of the future)
was shown in 1970 when an equipment malfunction near The
Dalles, Oregon, contributed to an eight

m~nute

power outage

in Juarez, Mexico.
BPA has not been a static agency; its goals and pur
pose have changed as it matured.

BPA began as a relatively

unsophisticated energy marketing agency.

That original role

has since expanded to include the function of coordination
and planning for most Northwest electric energy matters.
This expanded role came about largely as a response to a
felt need.

BPA was the logical agency to attempt to manage

the technical and political disputes that arose among the
various public and private

utiliti~s.

Through BPA's efforts,

the region as a whole has been better coordinated in energy
matters than if there were no central body to settle con
flicts and plan for future needs.

15
Yet it is the use of BPA's increasing influence that
raises many political questions.

The direction that BPA

seems to be taking--that all demand for electric energ'y must
be met--involves direct and indirect conflicts on at least
three 'issues:

economy, energy, and the environment.

Be

cause 'BPA enjoys a central position as coordinator of all
important Northwest pow~r policy, and because power groups
must look to BPA for leadership, BPA's influence has become
far reaching.

This influence is reinforced by the fact that

BPA directly provides 50% of the region's power needs and
transmits 80% of all the electrical energy.

Northwest in

dustry directly or indirectly receives two-thirds of its
power from BPA.

17

These facts lend credibility to the notion

that BPA does indeed provide the majority of control and in
fluence on Northwest power policy.
What, then, can be said about this power policy as it
relates to BPA?

First, it is service oriented.

That'is,

BPA strives diligently to serve public and private utilfties
and industry with efficient assistance.

Because the public

is only fndirectly served through BPA's customers, the
utilities and industry are seen as the immediate clientele.'
There is some feeling

(detected in personal interviews) that

BPA is itself a utility whose main function is to serve
17U• S ., Department of the Interior, Bonneville Power
Administration, About BPA, Information Office, July 1972,
p. 5.

16

'other utilities.
tha~

Concurrent with this notion is the concept

BPA therefore has a public utility

responsib~lity

to

serve all those who demand power, whether public or private
groups, without discrimination.

Yet, the Bonneville Act

says that BPA will discriminate if necessary.
tends to be demand oriented.

Second, BPA

The entire thrust of BPA

economic and industrial studies is to encourage, plan for,
and meet future power needs.

In the past BPA encouraged

growth for two reasons--existence of power and perceptions
of benefiting the economy.

Today, both these reasons are

suspect because power is no longer available in unlimited
supply and meeting unlimited demand seems to promote un
limited growth.

Growth and environmental goals may be at

odds with each other.
Other BPA policy may be seen as corollaries of·the
service and demand orientations.

Because BPA feels that

limitations on energy mean inevitable limitations

~n

the

economy and standard of living, the agency is constantly
pushing for new generating facilities to better serve its
clientele.

The latest manifestation of this trend is seen

in the Hydro-Thermal Program.

This program is the product

of the Joint Power Planning Council (JPPC') which is made up
of 109 private and'public power groups in the Northwest.
(BPA organized the JPPC and an assistant administrator from
BPA chairs the Council.)

The program calls for the Federal

government to expand existing hydro-electric dams (and the

17
Hanford·reactor) to their full generating capacity and for
public and private utilities to jointly finance nuclear
power plants.

18

The Trojan Project (nuclear) and the Cen

tralia steam Project (coal fired) are part of this

prog~am.

BPA believes that this program will alleviate somewhat the
power "deficit" ~or~cast for the middle and late 1970s.

The

Hydro-Thermal Program is in fact a creation of BPA and exem
plifies its concern for expediting new sources of power' in
addition to its role as planner, coordinator, and seller of
energy.
However, BPA's non-statutory concern for meeting all
demand for power is inextricably related to its concern for
Nqrthwest economic growth.

The Hydro-Thermal Program seeks

not only to increase generating capacity to meet present de
mands, hut also to provide for future economic

e~pansion

and

future demands. ,This fact is openly stated in a BPA publica
tion:
The economy of the region would be bolstered· both
by'maintaining low power rates a.nd by expansion of
the electro-process [aluminum and other light metals]
industries and the concomitant growth in residential,
commercial and industrial loads of the areas utili
ties. 19
.
Approximately 40% of BPA's energy sales are directly to
heavy industry at very low rates.

The revenues from these

18 see U.S., Department of the Interior, Bonneville
Power Administration, A Ten Year Hydro-Thermal Power Program
for the Pacific Northwest, 1969.
19 Ibid ., p. 28.

18
industrial users have' provided a dependable income for BPA
and have permitted sales of energy that otherwise would have
gone to waste or not
existed.

be~n

generated even though the capacity

As residential and commercial demand increases

(largely due to electric home heating and heavy appliances),
BPA is faced with a dilemma.

By statute BPA must give pri

ority to public utilities and residential users, thus pos
sibly forcing BPA to curtail sales to the electro-process
industry.

But to avoid the prospect of abandoning its most

reliable customer, BPA has designed the Hydro-Thermal Pro
gram to insure the present and future growth of the aluminum
industry while satisfying the residential user.
Policy at BPA is action or inaction (or proposals of
either) directed toward some goal.

Policy need not be writ

ten down as a formal statement; policy can be a subtle

em~

phasis that may only be perceived by someone within the
agency, or a close observer.

Thus, an observer 'must look

not only at what an agency says it does, but what it actu
ally does.

For example, the former BPA administrator, Russ

Richmond, claims to have eliminated the program to encourage
new industrial customers.

Yet the Hydro-Thermal Program is

aimed partly at expansion of present industry.
Some policy at BPA is a response to a higher author
ity.

BPA is formally a sub-agency within the 'Department of

the Interior responsible to the assistant secretary of the
Interior for Water and Power Resources; however, BPA'is

l
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dependent upon Congress for all appropriations for construc
tion, maintenance, and operations.

No funds from the sale

of energy are retained by BPA to use as it pleases.

Instead"

BPA amortizes the cost of the feqeral hydro-el'ectric pro
jects from the sale of power., Any surplus income reverts to
the Treasury.
Despite BPA's dependence on Congress for appropria
tions to survive, several factors work toward independence.
One 'is that BPA is the only large federal bureaucracy wi th
headquarters outside -of the Washingtori, D.C. 'area.

Another

factor is that the highly sophisticated and complex func
tions of BPA are gladly left to the local "experts" who pre
sumably know what is best out in Oregon.
ment of the

Interi~r

Also, the Depart

field representative with responsi

bility to oversee all Interior functions in the Portland,
Oregon area is a political appointee and a former, BPA·
employee.

Finally, the Federal Power Commission wields

little direct influence over BPA except to consider power
rates and long-range energy plans.

These factors are evi

dence that BPA is able. to maintain a relatively high degree
of independence.

Although BPA is financially dependent on

Congress, it is functionally rather independent from hierar
chical policy dictates.
Despite the brevity of this look at BPA, several
policy trends are readily observable

o~

assumable:

(1) BPA

is dedicated to serving its perception of the needs of its
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clientele and the Northwest as a whole in energy matters,;
(2) in addition to its statutory responsibilities BPA has
assumed the role of planner, coordinator, provider, and
peacemaker for

Nor~hwest

power policy; and (3) BPA feels a

responsibility to meet all present and future energy demand
in an expanding economy.

These broad observations on policy.

are perhaps a shelter within which hundreds of directives,
procedures, and other policy statements operate.
An historical glimpse of BPA was necessary before
launching into a personnel study because the only explana
tion for some agency behavior is. past practice and tradi
tion.

The historical development of an institution tends to

program the pattern for its later direction which new gener
ations of personnel may fail to understand or challenge.
Historical development also does much to determine the .func
tion of an agency which in turn gives clues to the conflicts
and pressures faced by agency personnel.
Human history.can be approached in at least two ways.
One is to simply examine past events and report on. them.
Another is to attempt to analyze why people have chosen one
particular course of action over another given a generally
agreed upon set of "facts."

An analysis of the latter type

stresses not only facts, but people and their perspectives
and the influences on those perspectives.

Why, for example,

do intelligent people examining identical information come
to quite different conclusions?

It is the hypothesis of

i.
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this study

th~t

an-individual's

bac~ground

does much to

shape his or her perspective, and that this perspective. is a
key factor in influencing agency policy_

With this emphasis

in mind, the study can now turn to an examination of the
background of certain BPA personnel in the hope

th~t

a better

understanding of agency people will lead to better explana
tions of present policy and perhaps even better prediction
of future policy.

-!

CHAPTER IV
A PERSONNEL PROFILE
The role of the BPA executive cannot be accurately
established until something is known about differences and
si~ilarities

of background, training, and education.

It is

doubtful that there is any employee that would fit the term
"average"; however, patterns and trends do exist which will
offer insights into attitudes and behavior.
,
20 97%
Based on' re t urned ques t'1onna1res,
executives are male.

0

f th e BP A

As Table I indicates, age tends to

rise with GS level.
TABLE I
AVERAGE AGE BY GRADE

Age in years

Total

GS 11

GS 12

GS 13

GS 14

GS 15

44.7

39.0

43.0

48.0

54.0

56.0

N=109

N=33

N=37

N=28

N=9

N=7

A BPA executive is slightly more apt to consider himself a
line worker as opposed to a staff worker.

Sixty-eight per

cent (based on" location of the greater portion of high

I
I

I
I.

20 See Append'1X A f or me th0 d
Id
0 ogy
an Append'1X B f or
the questionnaire.
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school attended) are Northwest natives--Washihgton, Oregon,
Idaho, and Western Montana.

Sixty-one per cent of the

Northwest natives are from metropolitan areas--Seattle,
Tacoma, Spokane, Portland, and Eugene--while 39% are from
non-metropolitan or rural areas within the Northwest.
The average level of education attained is only
slightly below that of a college graduate.

Ninety-three per

cent have attended "some college" or higher.

Seventy-nine

per cent have ol).e"or more degrees while 14% have gone no
further than "some" college."

Seven per cent have only a

high school education" or less.

Twenty-five per cent have

done work beyond the baccalaureate level and 10% have ad
vanced degrees.

Table II gives some indication of level of

education by grade level through the computation of an
"education index" with values assigned shown in the scale."
TABLE II
EDUCATION INDEX BY GRADE
Scale:
1 = Some high school
2 = High school graduate
3 = Some college
4 = College graduate
5 = Post-graduate study

Index
Number

Total

GS

3.96
114

Ii

GS 12

GS 13

GS 14

GS 15

3.58

4.05

4.21

4.11

4.00

33

37

28

9

7
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Table II indicates that the GS 13 has the greatest amount of .
formal education while the GS 11 has the least.

This may be

explained due to the fact that many employees reach their
grade "peak" at GS 11 and go no further.

GS 11 may be the

top grade for many people lacking much education and those
who show little promise of further advancement.
BPA executives with college degrees are most likely to
have a Bachelor of Science degree.
the BS degree while only 9% hold a

N-inety-one per cent hold
~achelor

of Arts degree.

The degree awarded to the "average" college graduate was
awarded in the late 1940s.

Table III outlines the major

subject studied for all those who have attended college:
TABLE III
MAJOR SUBJECTS STUDIED

Subj~ct

Areas

Engineering (~ll types)
Business (all types)
Economics
Physical sciences
Mathematics
Humanities
Social sciences
Other
N

= 102

Per Cent
67

14
5
5
4
2'

1
3

101*

*Some percentage tables may not total
100% due to rounding.
Table IV indicates the location and type of college attended
for all those who attended college.

Table V identifies
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the specific state university fqr those who attended North
west state institutions.

This data is thought to be impor

tant because it may offer clues as to trends in particular
institutions or geographic areas that may serve as training
grounds or as a base for recruitment 'for BPA.
TABLE IV
.LOCATION OF COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY ATTENDED

~ocation and Type

Per Cent

Northwest state;Collese or University
Northwest Private College or University
Non-Northwest State College or University
Non-Northwest Private School or nOther"

62
11
17
9
99

N

=

90

TABLE V
NORTHWEST STATE SCHOOLS ATTENDED

I

I

i
1

I
I
I

State University

Per Cent

Oregon State University
Portland State University
University of Washington,
Washington State University
University of Oregon
University of Idaho
Montana State'university

29

N

=

56

22

22
9

7
7
5

101
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Each respondent to the questionnaire was asked' to list
all "career significant" employment held prior to beginning
at BPA and to note the length of time employed.

Table VI

,represents a necessarily rough attempt at digesting each
response into a particular category of employment.

The

purpose of 'this information was to determine if any partic
ular business or governmental agency was predominate in preBPA employment.

The evidence in Table VI indicates that

public and private power groups do not provide a significant
training ground for BPA executives as might be expected.
TABLE VI
PRE-BPA EMPLOYMENT

Employment

Per Cent

Other Federal Agency
Military Service (non-career)
BPA First Employment
Commercial (small business)
Private Power Firm
Heavy Industry
Public power
Electrical Manufacturing
Other

23

N = 113

22
19

10
7
6
4
3
7

101

Students of bureaucracy are interested not only in
where personnel come from, but also in where they are

goin~.

While no particular business group feeds personnel to BPA,
that does not mean that BPA is not a training ground for
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some other firm or agency.

To get at this sort of informa

tion is difficult; however, a rough indicator of post-BPA
mobility may be determined b¥ simply aski,ng the executives
where they would go if they left BPA for any r'eason..

Table

VII details the responses to the following question:

"If

you were to leave BPA for any reason, for whom would

y'o~

consider working?"
TABLE VII
FIRST PREFERENCE:

POST-BPA EMPLOYMENT

First Preference

Per Cent

Another Federal Agency
Self-employment·
Commercial and Business
Engineering Consulting Firm·
Private Power Firm
Public Power Agency
Manufacturing Industry
Other

29
17'
10
9

N = 82

9

6
6

15
101

Table VII is only a crude index of BPA executive mo
bility because it relies on suppdsition and preference rather
than on hard data.

However, there is little indication that

any particular firm or job area uses BPA as its training
ground.

Tables VI and VII do indicate a considerable tend

ency toward coming from and staying with some federal
agency.

This trend may be due to the relative security, and

generous retirement and vacation benefits offered. by federal
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employment . . If the trends in Tables VI and VII are accurate,
it may be surmised that there is some inter-agency mobility
among the Northwest federal agencies.
this' finding could be far-reaching.

The implications of
For example, inter

agency cooperation and communication might be increased.

On

the other, hand, perspectives fostered in one agency might
thus be transferred and transplanted to another agency.

Be

cause an individual who leaves one agency would tend to have
some peer-group attachment

~emain

with that agency, there

may be a reluctance to oppose or criticize the policy of the
i

old agency.

Thus, inter-agency mobility may somewhat offset

the traditiOnal inter-agency· competition.
Another section of the questionnaire sought to deter
mine the degree of intra-agency mobility.

That

i~,

to what

extent do BPA executives transfer laterally into different,
types of jobs within the organization?

Judging from de

scriptions of job position, GS levels, and length of time
held, there is very little lateral transfer at BPA.

Per

sonnel tend to stay in one area as they advance in GS level.
A typical case might be instructive.
as a GS 5 meter relay maintenance man.

A GS 13 began at BPA
He has risen in grade

to GS 13 and is now a foreman in a meter relay section.

Such

vertical ascendance is the rule rather than the exception at
BPA.

Except in some administrative fields, skills would seem

to be difficult to transfer laterally.

An engineer would not

usually be an effective head of an accounting section and the

accountant would make a poor sub-station operator.

BPA's

mission of marketing a,n:d transmitting power calls for special
expertise to accomplish these goals.

Unless the individual

shows special flexibility,' he is very likely to ascend the
promotion ladder within that narrow field.
BPA came into existence in 1938 and only a small por
'tion of the personnel in 1972 have been with BPA since its,
inception.

Each respondent was asked to state the date that

he began,work at BPA.

Table VIII shows the percentages of

personnel that began at BPA within certain time
"

table shows that growth in personnel
upward

~ine.

Th~

ha~

bloc~s.

The

not been a smooth

late, 1940s and the early 1960-s seem to, be

periods of special growth in numbers of personnel (at-least
those that still remain).
TABLE VIII
YEAR OF INITIAL EMPLOYMENT
(BY PER CENT)

Year

Per Cent

1938-1940
1941-45
1946.... 50
1951-55
1956-6-0
1961-65
1966-70
1971-72
N

= 113

9
8
17
5
11
28
21
1

100
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Many of the BPA executives noted that their careers
had been interrupted or preceded by military service.

u.s.

The

Civil Service Commission gives five and ten point

veterans' preference bonus points which are added to scores
on the civil 'service examinations.
me~n

Such a bonus can often

the difference between gaining or losing a federal job,

especially when competing with non-veterans.
,
li~es

Table IX out

the percentages of BPA executives who claimed five or

. ten point preferences.

The table is based on information

supplied from BPA and is thus for the entire sample of 140
regardless of whether the individual responded to the ques
tionnaire.
TABLE IX
PER CENT OF SAMPLE CLAIMING FIVE OR
TEN POINT VETERANS' PREFERENCE

5 or 10 poipt
'preference

Total

GS 11

GS 12

GS 13

GS 14

GS 15

65%

55%

66%

62%

83%

83%

N = 140

Table IX shows'that a high percentage of BPA execu
tives claim veterans' preference points and that the per
centage generally increases--except for GS 13--with increase
in GS level.

The paucity of females among the executives at

BPA may be due in part to the fact that veterans' preference
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points are overwhelmingly awarded to males.

Females are

awarded points only if they have served in the armed forces
or are widows of veterans killed in the military.
The profile of BPA executives gives us some idea of
what they are like, where they came from, and where they
might go.

But this profile is only a foundation from which

to compare what they think.

If training, education, and

background are related to policy outcomes, we would expect
to find some differences and similarities in attitudes and
perceptions toward certain policy matters.
considerations that the study now turns.

It is to these

CHAPTER V
ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS
I.

INTRODUCTION

The·questionnaire asked several questions in an effort
to determine what BPA executives think of their agency and
its policies.

The responses to these questions are impor

, tant because they enable the observer to determine percep
tions for the organization as a whole and to make 90mpari
sons between backgroiund variables for sub-groups.

Most, of

the questions were open-ended; that is, the questions had no
answers from which to select, thus requiring the respondent
to

~rrite

out his or her answer.

Another section scaled dif

ferences in degree of agreement on several statements.

The

open-ended questions are presented first.
II.

OPEN-ENDED ATTITUDINAL DATA

One effort at determining perceptions of the agency as
a whole was a question that asked:
benefit most from _BPA policies?"

"-What group or groups
Each individual was, given

four spaces in which to respond to the question with what is
hoped to be an "insiders" viewpoint as to who or what gains
from BPA's existence.

Only the first group identified by

each individual is recorded in

Table~

X because responses
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dropped off sharply after the first choice.
TABLE X
PERCEPTIONS OF BENEFICIARIES
OF BPA POLICY

Per Cent

Group Identified
General Public
Public Power 'Utilities
Electro-Process/Industrial
Private Power utilities
"Preference Customers"
Federal Agencies
Business

N

=

39

37
13
5
5
1
1

101

106

The responses on Table X require some int'erpretation.
Although the general public was most often identified as the
greatest beneficiary of BPA policy, that finding would be
misleading until considered in context with the other
responses.

For example, the sum of the percentages of all

the customers chosen for whom BPA shows ,preference (by law)-
public power groups, 37%; federal agencies, 1%; and "prefer
ence customers," 5%--totals 43%.

Another way to look at

these results is that 61% of the respondents saw groups other
than the general public as the primary beneficiary of BPA
policies.

Although the public may be perceived as the ulti

mate beneficiary of BPA policies, a significant percentage
of BPA executives indicated that their first choice was
something other than the general public.

Perceptions of
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,

groups benefiting held remarkably con'stant when compared with
GS level, age, and education.
Another open-e'nded question sought to find out what
groups qr individuals were perceived as :having the most in
fluence on BPA policy.

It was hoped that responses would

yield some,indication of perceptions of. outside support and
clues as to BPA's interior power

structu~e.

Table XI lists

the responses and, percentages to the question:
perspective, which groups

o~

"From your

individuals (both inside and

outside of BPA) have the most influence on BPA policy?"
The responses in'Table XI proved to be not only di
v~rse

but also 'somewhat surprising in the number of choices

identified.

i

I

Congress (18%) was perceived as most "influen

tial, probably a ieflection of the frustration directed to
ward the power of a'ppropriation.

Private power seems to be

fairly equal in perceived influence with public power, yet'
public

pow~r

was viewed as a far grea:ter beneficiary ,of BPA

policy in Table X.

Other high positions in the agen6y's

hi'erarchy were mentioned as having considerable influence"
namely the Power 'Manag~r, the Chief Engineer, and the "top
.staff" who combined have nearly the perceived influence of
the administrator.

If influence is at least partly depen

dent on support offered, then no clear indication of BPA
support emerges.

Generally, there 'is no particular percep

tion of influence that,commands the great majority of
opinion.

, I
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TABLE XI
POLICY INFLUENCE

Group or Individual

Per Cent
1st

Per Cent
2nd

Congress

18

9

BPA Administrator

11

7

Public power

9

10

Politics/politicians

8

4

Department of Interior

8

7,

Private power

7

16

President/administration

5

3

Environmentalists

4

1

Power manager (BPA)

4

3

Bonneville Regional Advisory
Council

4

3

General public

4

2

BPA top staff

3

8

Senator Jackson

3

,0

Al~inum

3

4

"Customers"

2

6

Joint Power Planning Council

2

1

Chief engineer/engineers

1

1

Office of Management and Budget
Business

a

4

1

o

Other

2

11

99

100

N

=

in9ustry

100 1st choice

N = 95

2nd choice

1

1
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I
1

I

Because attitudes and perceptions may partly be 'a
function of self-percep·tion, a question was asked which was
designed to determine perceptions of self-influence.

Each

respondent was given four. choices--no influence , little 'in

I!

fluence, some influence, and much influence--to 'describe his
perception of his influence with his supervisor..

Table XII

. shows the results for the total sample and Tables XIII and
XIV show differences.in self-perception based on GS.level
and age through the use of a scale (shown on Table XII).
TABLE XII
PERCEP~IONS

OF SELF-INFLUENCE:
TOTAL SAMPLE

Value:
Assigned

:'Per Cent

1
2
3
4

1
12
64
23

No influence
Little influence
Some influence
Much influence

N

=

100

111

TABLE XIII
SELF-INFLUENCE INDEX BY GS LEVEL

Total
Sample

3.13
N

=

111

GS 11

GS 12

GS 13

GS 14

GS 15

2.93

3.05

3.21

3.44

3.14

N

=

30

N

=

37

N

=

28

N

=

9

N

=

7

,TABLE XIV
SELF-INFLUENCE INDEX BY AGE

20-29
Years

30-39
Years

40-49
Years

50-59
Years

Years

2.83

3.03

3.18

2.93

3.25

N = 6

N ="31

N = 28

N

60~69

= 30

N = 12

The greatest concentration of perceptions of se1f
influence lies in the "some influence" range.

Also, per

ceptions of influence generally increase with grade (except
GS 15, surprisingly) and age (except those in their 50s).

These deviations are difficult to explain because

th~y

deal

with perceptions of the self and not of fact.

However, one

possible explanation is that the GS 15 may

have as much

no~

influence as he expected to come with his high grade.

He

may feel that the younger GS 13s and 14s are threatening his
position.

Also, those who' supervise GS 15s may ,not be as

open to subordinate influence as lower grade officials.

The

index of those in their 50s may be lowered by thos'e in lower
grades who are facing retirement in the near future' and see
little chance for further promotion.
To better ascertain executive attitudes toward certain
specific issues at BPA, eleven attitudinal statements were
included in the questionnaire.

The respondent was asked to

circle one of five numbers to express· his degree of agreement
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or disagreement with the statement.
could be computed which is very
average.

In this way, a mean

simil~r

to a grade point

The statements were prefaced with the following

instructions:
This sec~ion of the questionnaire is designed to
determine degree of agreement or disagreement on
several statements. Please circle the number fol
lowing the statement that most nearly conforms
with your views on the issue.
'
Scale:
1 = Strongly agree
2 = Mildly agree
3 = Neutral
.
4 = Mildly disagree
5 = Strongly disagree

This numerical,systein permitted easy computation of mean
scores for different variables.

Each statement will be

dealt with separately and correlated with
education variabl~s.
pared are:

GS

level, age, and

The specific education variables com

those with no degree versus those with four year

degrees and those with advanced degrees; those with a back
ground in engineering studies and those with little or no
engineering educ'a:tion; those with Bachelor of Arts degrees
versus those with Bachelor of Science degre~s; and, those
with a background in business studies versus all others.
"

Statements dealing with environment, growth, and conservation
of en.ergy will be treated as one un1t and statements dealing
with the role of the agency will be treated as a separate
unit.
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III.

ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES

The sudden upsurge of public interest in environmental'
matters during the late 1960s caught many groups--includirig
BPA--by surprise.

Suddenly, BPA was forced not only to re

evaluate its policies relating to the environment, but also
to defend its basic role in the life of the Northwest.
Policies that had gone almost unchallenged for more than
thirty years became the

tar~et

of

scru~iny

by the press and

environmental,gro~ps.

Two fundamentally opposing points of view, on energy
policy were

e~pressed.

The environmentalists generally

pointed out that all known metpods of generating and trans
mitting electric energy,were somewhat 'damaging to the
'environment.

Therefore, they argued, energy use and

generation should be re-evaluated in terms of what was
really necessary; thus, emphasis should be moved from en
couraging use to enc'ol;1raging conservation of energy.
addition, environmental'

activi~ts

In

argued that an increasing

population was bound 'to cause 'increased demand which would
cause a need for more generating capacity in ,an escalating
fashion.

Underlying the environmenta~ist viewPoint was the

belief that unbridled economic growth could be the end o'f
their perception of a high quality of life in the Northwest
if no limits were imposed on new industry, business, and
population.

The environmentalists realized that if they
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could gain control of the energy system, they could largely
control growth.

The criticisms of BPA had this belief

clearly in mind.
A well organized and vociferous counter-attack to the
environmentalist viewpoint came from public and private
power agencies, industry, the business community, and BPA
itself.

These forces generally agreed that environmental

damage should be avoided where possible, but disagreed
vigorously on the contention that power supply .should be
limited.

Energy demand, from their point of view, was a

reflection of consUmer.demand that in turn mirrored the in
creasing s"t::andard of living.

To limit energy supply, t,hey

argued, would stagnate man's quest for an ever more com
fortable existence.

They supported the Hydro-Thermal pro

gram as an acceptable plan to provide for future energy
demand, while acknowledging that some environmental damage
was unavoidable.

They reje'cted the idea of limiting growth

as an unacceptable restraint on man's intellect.

They

further attacked the environmentalists "as representing no
one but their own small interest groups.
BPA personnel are forced to .evaluate the thrust and
implications of both the environmentalist and power-advocate
positions.

Six of the "eleven attitudinal statements are

geared toward determining feelings on issues pertinent to the
environmental questions'.
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Statement A:

Environmentalists' Concerns

"The environmentalists generally have become too con
·cerned with

th~ir

narrow goals and not concerned enough

with the energy requirements of the whole society."

This

statement is. designed to be a rough index. of attitudes to
ward environmentalists when the issue is put against "energy
requirements."

Recent. federal directives have motivated BPA

to put emphasis on minimizing environmental damage as it
continued to market and transmit power.

This policy has

undoubtedly put some stress on engineers and planners who
must adapt their

design~

and long-range plans to meet the

environmental guidelines.

New transmission tower designs,.

narrower right-of-ways, environmental impact statements, and
sub-station beautification are only a few of the efforts
going on to conform to the new environmental emphasis.
However, the conflict between BPA and the environ
mentalists is quite clear.

BPA fully intends to continue to .

meet what it considers to be the insatiable .demand for
energy while the environmentalist argues that any dam, nu
clear power plant, right-of-way, sub-station, or transmis
sion tower will be somewhat damaging to the natural environ
ment.

The issue then turns into an argument about what

energy demand and construction is actually necessary.

In

addition, response to the statement may give indications as
to the degree of dedication that BPA executives have toward
the environmental requirements.
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TABLE XV
ENVIRONMENTALISTS' CONCERNS

"The environmentalists generally have become too con
cerned with their narrow goals and not concerned enough
with the energy requirements of the whole society.1I
1 2 3 4 5
strongly
mildly
neutral
mildly
strongly
agree
agree
disagree
disagree

------------------------------------------------

Mean
N*

11

12

2.27

2.63

2.49

1.86

2.11

113

32

37

28

·9

No
Degree
Mean
N

GS Level
13
14

Total

2.22
23

All wi
Degree

Adv.
Degree

Age
40s

50s

60s

1.43

3.43

2.87

1.96

1.93

1.75

7

7

31

28

30

12

Education
BS
NonEng** Eng. Degree

BA
Degree

NonBus.*** Bus.

2.7

2.28

2.18

- 2.25

2.38

1.36

2.40'

90

10

67

34

81

8

14

99

*N = Number
**Eng. = Engineer

***Bus.

30s

2.29 .

I'
I!

20s

15'

= Business

~3

Statement B:

Aluminum Plants

"From hindsight it was 'a mistake to encourage the
aluminum reduction plants to come to the Northwest. 1I

This

statement reflects much popular sentiment that were it not
for aluminum mills, there would be no energy shortage in the
future.

But the position taken by many at BPA is that the

aluminum mills have been a reliable and 'predictable purchaser
of power that otherwise might have been wasted generating
potential.

Also, some at BPA argue that aluminum mills have

been a great boon to the Northwest economy.

The other side

of the argument is that what was once surplus energy will
soon be needed for preference customers, and that BPA has
no statutory obligation to continue
aluminum

~ills.

sale~

of cheap

en~rgy

to

This side also argues that BPA has no

obligation to attract new business or to insure the expan
sion of present plants.

The issue often generates into an

emotional debate with both sides using only those facts that
tend to sustain their conclusions.
The statement'was designed in such a way that a BPA
executive could agree or disagree with the statement and
know that his opinion had the benefit of retrospect.
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TABLE XVI
ALUMINUM PLANTS

"From hindsight-, it was a mistake to encourage the
aluminum reduction plants to come to the Northwest."
1

2

strongly
agree

mildly

4
mildly
disagree

3

neutral

agr~e

GS Level
13
14

20s

30s

Age
40s

50s -

_60s

4.00

3.86

3.42

4.14

3.9

4.33

7

7

31

29

30

12

Total

11

12

Mean

3.9

3.58

3.75

4.29

4.44

N

113

33

36

28

9

No
Des:ree

All wi
Des:ree

Adv.
DeSiree

4.13

3.84

4.30

4.10

3.65

24

89

10

67

34

Mean
N

5

strongly
-disagree

15

Education
NonEns:.
EnSl·

BS
DeSiree

BA
DeSiree

Bus.

Non
Bus.

3.91

3.5

3.64

3.89

8

14

99

80-
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Statement C:

Necessity of Growth

"The continued growth of busineSs and indu'stry is
necessary if we are to

maintain.th~

high 'standard qf living

that we enjoy here in the Northwest. II

The preceding state-'

ment· is perhaps the most vague of all the atbi tudinal' tests.
"High standard of living" i,s not defined or disting'lJ,ished
from quality of life.

Neither was "continued growth

ll

separated fr.om nju'st, enough growth" 'or I~perpetual growth."
At any rate, the statement is designed to offer a gauge of
I

,

.
•

the extent to which BPA executives see growth as necessary
'or in conflict with some notion of quality of life.
the conflict between some

env~ronmental

siderations is brought into focus.

Again,

and economic con

Those who argue that

growth and environment are incompatible are cont,t;'asted with
those who see growth as a function of consumer demand which
cannot or should'not be limited.

Despite the impreciseness

of the statement, only two respondents declined to scale
theiI;' opinions.

·1
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TABLE XVII
NECESSITY OF GROWTH

"The continued growth of business and industry.is
necessary if we are to maintain the high standard of living
that we enjoy here in,the Northwest."
1
strongly
agree

Total
Mean
N

Mean
N

2

3

mildly
agree

neutral

GS level
13
14

11

12

2.46

2.29

2.B6

2.25

2.22

112

31

37

28

9

No
Deg:ree

All wi
De2ree

Adv.
Deg:ree

2.13

2.54

2.50

2.56

23

89

10

68

~

4
mildly
disagree

5
strongly
disagree

20s

30s

Age'
40s

2.~4

2.83

3.16

2.14

2.30

2.00

7

7

31

28

30

12

BS
Deg:ree

Des:ree

Bus.

NonBus.

2.29

2.59

2.0

1.86

2.55

34

81

8

14

98

15

Education
Non
Eng:.
En2·

50s

60s

BA

.i
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statement D:

Reduce Economic Expansion

. "BPA·should take a part in reducing the rate of eco
nomic expansion in the Northwest with policies that restrict
availability of power."

This statement

~hould

appeal only

to those who think that econOmic growth can be and should be
limited and that BPA is the proper instrument to make the
necessary political choices.

Because of these restrictions,

the statement is of' only ·limited value.

For .example,·a

respondent may believe that growth should be restricted, but
that BPA should not be the agency to decide who and how'much
should be restricted.

Such a person would then be forced to

disagree with the statement.
political control

~ver

Some environmentalists see

energy as one of the most effective

methods of containing growth while protecting the environ
ment.

Again, the conflict between environmentalists and .

expansionists is brought into the open.
on Table XVIII.

The results follow
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TABLE XVIII
REQUCE ECONOMIC EXPANSION
"BPA should

tak~

a part in reducing the rate of eco

nomic expansion in the Northwest with policies that
restrict availability of power."
1~_________2
______~__~3___________4~________5
strongly
mildly
mildly
strongly
agree
agree
neutral
disagree disagree

Mean
N

Mean
N

GS level
13
14

Total

11

12

3.87

3.63

3.73

4.25

3.89

113

32

37

28

9

No
Desree'

All wi
De~ree

A¢lv.
DeSiree

4.04

3.83

3.9

3.91

24

89

10

68

15

20s

308

4.29,

3.33

3.61
31

_ Age
40s

50s

60s

4.07

4.27

3.67

29

30

12

BS
DeSIree

BA
Desree

Bus.

NonBus.

3.85

3.81

4.0

4.29

3.80

34

81

8

14

99

.7

7·

Education
NonEn~.
Ens·

Statement E:

Conservation of Energx

"BPA should become more actively involveq in the pro
motion of conservation of electric energy."

As noted

earlier, BPA gives only minimal support to energy conserva
But the question is asked whether BPA executives be

tion.

lieve that enough is being done and what new direction might
be preferred.

It should be added as a note of reservation

that to someone seriously interested in conservation of
energy, no effort would seem too great.

Becoming "more

actively involved" does not indicate just how involved the
respondent intends.
There is some sentiment (detected in personal inter
views) at BPA which rather patronizingly accepts the idea
that energy conservation is important.

But at the same

time, some of these individuals point to a study done by an
engineer which alleges, that if all electric toothbrushes
were eliminated, the need for the next nuclear generating
plant would only be delayed by a few days.

This attitude

expresses the belief that the consumer will not do without
conveniences and that to attempt to conserve in consumer
use is somewhat of a wasted effort.

But the toothbrush adage

indicates that there is little seriousness in trying to use,
\

technology to conserve
and heating.
not dominant.

ene~gy

in such areas as insulation

But Table XIX shows that such attitudes are
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TABLE XIX
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

"BPA should become more activeiy involved in the p:co
motion of conservation of electric 'energy." ,
1
2
3 4
5
----------------------------------------~-----strongly
mildly
mildly
strongly
agree
agree
neutral
disagree
disagree

Mean
N

11

12

2.20

2.27

2.03

2.42

112

33

37

26

N

20s

30s

Age
40s

50s

60s

2.0

2.14

2.29

2.26

2.36

2.34

2~08

9

7

7

31

28

29

12

BS
DeSIree

BA
Degree

Bus.

NonBus.

Education
Non
EnsEn9:

De~ree

All wi
DeSlree

Adv_
Desree

2.22

2.19

1.9

2.24

2.21

2.23,

2.0

'2.50

2.19

23

89

10

67

34

80

8

14

99

No
Mean

15

GS Level
13
14

Total
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Environmental Section Summary
The responses to the preceding· statements are generally
self-explanatory.

However, a brief summary of the environ

mentally oriented statements is in order.

It is possible to

generalize from the statements that BPA executives are .
largely skeptical of the goals and claims of
mental groups.

~he

environ

An exception seems to be the issue of pro

moting conservation of energy.

Here, BPA executives and

environmentalists would agree that more needs to be done to
promote such conservation.

(More will be said of tpis ob

servation in the discussion chapter.)

At any rate, inter

es~ing and rather definite patter~s bf attitudes"have been

shown on environmental issues.

The study now turns to an

analysis of attitudes shown on the functional role of BPA.
IV.

FUNCTIONAL ROLE

Several statements were included in the questionnaire
with the intent of determining attitudes on certain po1i
cies# roles, and related issues.

While attitudes on- spe

cific issues are useful, the perception of the organization
and its role by those in it may provide important clues as
to which areas will receive emphasis or the lack of it.
Additionally, examination of attitudes may give information
on the static or dynamic nature of the agency.

That is",

has the perception or the agency's role changed over time
when compared to historic trends?

The following statements
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attempt to provide information on such matters.

Because of

the diverse nature of the statements, a summary will be
delayed until the discussion chapter.
Statement F·:

Power Shortages

II BPA has the responsibili ty to do what .i t can to pre
vent a power shortage in the Northwest."

This statement was

designed to determine the degree with which BPA executives
accepted the non-statutory role of preventing power short
ages.

Since BPA has in fact long been involved in at

tempting to prevent such shortages, the statement in reality
seeks to investigate the degree with which the perceived
IIresponsibility" has permeated the agency.
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TABLE XX
POWER SHORTAGES

"BPA has the responsibility to do what it' can to' pre
vent a power shortage in the Northwest."
1
strongly
agree

2
3
4 .
5
----------------------------------------------mildly
mildly
strongly

Total

neut~a1

agree

disagree

GS Level
12
13
14

11

dis~gree

15

20s

30s

Age
40s

50s

60s

1.66

1.71

1.00

1.67

1.28

1.33

1.42

9

7

7

31

29

30

12

BS
De9:ree

Degree

Bus.

NonBus.

Mean' 1.39

1.21

114

33

No
Desree

All wi
Desree

Adv.
Desree

1.29

1.42

1.50

1.50

1.26

1.47

1.00

'1.00

1.45

24

90

10

68

34

'81

8

.14

100

N

Mean
N

1.51 1.28
37

28

Education
NonEnsEns·

BA
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Statement G:
If

Policy Disagreement

Any BPA employee can air his disagreement on policy

matters without fear of formal or informal pressures being
brought against him."

The preceding statement was intended

to determine how "open n BPA appears to those who work there
and to see if significant differences of opinion appeared
for various sub-groups.

Knowing the perceptions of employees

on this issue is important because it may offer a clue as to
why policy is often so difficult to challenge or change.

If

those who disagree with existing policy become reluctant to
express their dissatisfaction, then policy may tend to he
self-perpetuating.

Response to the statement was varied and

showed considerable divergence of opinion on the issue, as
shown in Table XXI.
TABLE XXI
STATEMENT G PERCENTAGE SPREAD
Strongly agree
Mildly agree
Neutral
Mildly disagree
Strongly disagree

12%
32% .
20%
22%
14%
100%
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. TABLE XXII
POLICY DISAGREEMENT
"Any BPA employee can air his disagreem·ent qn policy
matters wi.thout fear of formal or. informal pressures being
brought against him."
1
2
3
4
5
----------------------~----------------------strongly
mildly
neutral
mildly
strongly
agree
agree
disagree
disagree

Total'
Mean
N

Mean
N

GS Level
13
14

11

12

2.95

3.03

3.22

11.3

33

37

No
De9: ree

All

De~ree

Adv.
Deg:ree

2.42

3.10

2.90

24

89

10

wi

2.93' 2.22
28

20s

30s

Age
408

50s

60s

3.17

3.29

3.48

2.71

2.8

2.58

6

7

31

28

30

12

15

9

Education
NonEng:.
En9:.

BS
Deg:ree

2.90

3.21

3.06 .

67

34

80

Deg:ree.

Bus.

Non
Bus.

3.25

2.93

2.95

: 8

14

99

BA
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Statement H:

Power Contracts

"Power contracts with private power utilities should
be cancelled

if such action is necessary to insure adequate

electrical energy for public power groups."

This statemeI:lt

was designed specifically to determine if a 1,lpublic utility
consciousness" exists at BPA.

That 'is, do BPA executives

believe that BPA iS,itself a utility that sells power to
public and private utilities, and, as a utilityl. it should
not be able to discriminate as to whom it sells"that. power?
Regular utilitie~ have a responsibility to sell their.serv
ices to all within their monopoly areas without discrimina
tion.

Yet, if such an attitude exists at BPA, a conflict

~ediately:arises

with the BPA Act.

The Act specifically

sets the following priorities for power consumption:

public

utilities, PUDs, cooperatives, rural and domestic consumers,
and federal ag~ncies_

No mention is made of private utili

ties except to say that their contracts
necessary_ . The conflict is clear.

m~y

be cancelled if

The BPA Act dictate.s

that the agency must cancel power contracts with private
utilities if the power is needed to satisfy public groups.
But, if BPA executives perceive a public utility responsi
bility, they will tend to disagree with the statement.
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TABLE XXIII
STATEMENT H PERCENTAGE SPREAD

22%
19%

Strongly agree
Mildly agree
Neutral
Mildly disagree
Strongly disagree

20%
20%

18%
99%

TABLE XXIV
POWER CONTRACTS
"Power contracts with private utilities should be
cancelled if such" action is necessary to insure adequate
electrical energy for. public power groups."
1
strongly
agree

2
3
4
5
--------------------------------------------mildly
neutral
mildly
strongly

agree,

GS Level
13
14

Total

11

12

2.94

2.94

3.27

disagre~

disagree

15

20s

30s

ASIe
40s

3.00

3.10

2.93 I 2.73

I

50s

60s
:

Mean

2.86

2.88

1.57

2.75

f

I

N

32

112

N

28

8

7

. 31

27

30

12

BS
De2ree

BA
Desree

Bus.

Non
Bus.

7

Education
NonEn2·
Ens-

De~ree

All wi
Desree

Adv.
Desree

2.74

2.99

3.40

2.88

3.06

3.08

2.38

3.57

2.85

23

89

10

67

34

80

8

14

98

No

Mean

37
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statement I:

Compatibility of Function

"Marketing power and promoting the conservation of
power are compatible functions for BPA. II

The. point at issue

in this statement is whether an agency whose central purpose
has been the promotion- of the use of electric .energy can
accommodate a program where conservation of power is.en
couraged.

While BPA has no profit motive (any excess income

over amortization costs for dams and construction reverts to
the Treasury), it must meet its obligations through the sale
of power.

To encourage the conservation of power might re

duce BPA's sales or antagonize some of BPA's customers.
Thus,

whil~

BPA warns of an impending power crisis, it has

no active program to promote energy conservation exc.ept for
a few executives who give speeches to that effect to inter
ested community groups.

BPA has taken the initiative in

solving other power problems that transcend the abilities of
local utilities to handle, but it has taken no initiative on
energy conservation.

If such a program is attempted in the

future, its success could well depend on the attitudes toward
it by BPA executives.
ward the statement.

Table XXV outlines the attitudes to
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TABLE XXV
COMPATIBILITY OF FUNCTIONS
"Marketing power and promoting the conservation of
power are compatible functions for BPA."
1____________
2 __________

3~

strongly
agree

Mean
N

Mean
N.
I'

mildly
agree

__________

4~

neutral

GS Level
13
14

__________5

mildly
disagree

strongly
disagree

15

20s

30s

';ge
40s

50s

60s

1.89

1.29

2.14

1.61

1.50

1.76

1.83

9

7

7

31

28

29

12

BS
Degree

BA
Degree

Bus.

NonBus.

1.56

1.75

1.25

1.36

1.73

34

80

8

14

98

Total

.11

12

1.66

1.66

1.59

1.78

112

32

37

27

No
Degree

All wi
Degree

Adv.
Degree

1.35

1.74

1.20

1.71

23

89

10

66

Education
NonEng.
Eng.
I
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Statement J:

Public
Interest
x
t

'<

"Generally speaking, the public is very interested in
and aware of the policies and activities of BPA."

This

statement is intended to determine to what extent BPA execu
tives feel that the public is knowledgable of BPA's func
tion.

Perceptions of public awareness are important because

they may reflect perceived public support or lack of it.
Further, perceptions may indicate the extent to, which BPA
feels freedom from or concern with public scrutiny.

It is

possible that an agency that notes public apathy or ignorance
toward its activities may feel less inclined to worry about
the public interest.

On the other hand, perceptions of

public disinterest may promote greater feelings of a public
trust with employees.

Table

xxvi

lists the results.
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TABLE XXVI
PUBLIC INTEREST
"Generally speaking, the public is very interested· in
and aware of the policies of BPA."
1___________2__________ ___________ __________5
strongly
mildly
neutral
mildly
strongly
agree
agree
disagree
disagree
~3

Total
Mean
N

Mean
N

3.68

12

11

4~

GS Level
13
14

15

'3.753.733.413.893.86
27

9

7

30s

Age
40$'

50s

60s

3.'71

4.00

3.71

3.52

3.75

7

31

28

29

12

BS
Desree

Desree

Bus.

Non
Bus.

112

32

No
De9: ree

All wi
Desree

Adv.
De9: ree

3.78

3.65

3.40

3.~2

3.94

3.60

4.00

3.93

3.63

23

89

10

66

34

80

8

14

98

Statement K:

37

20s'

Education
NonEns·
Ens·

BA

Responsiveness

"In general, BPA is very responsive to the wishes of
the groups that it serves."

This statement was intended to

determine how executives rated BPA in responsiveness to
their clientele.

The clientele identified by BPA executives

in Table X (What group or groups benefit most from BPA
policies?) included the general public, public and private
utilities, industry, and federal agencies.

Is BPA
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responsive to 'the wishes of this clientele;' and if so, to
what extent?

Table XXVII scales the opinions on the state

ment.
TABLE XXVII
RESPONSIVENESS
"In general, BPA is very responsive to the wishes of
the groups that it serves."
1

2

3

4

5

----------~----------~----------~----------strongly
mildly
neutral
mildly
strongly
agree
~gree
disagree
disagree

Mean
N

Mean
N

GS Level
13
14

Total

11

12

1.65

1.73

1.84

1.44

113

33

37

27

No
Deg:ree

All

De~ree

Adv.
De2ree

1.50

1.70

1.30

1.60

24

89

10

67

wi

Age
40s

15

20s

30s

1.56

1.29

2.14

1.74 ,1.61

9

7

7

50s

60s

1.69 '1.33

28

29

12

BS
De2ree

Deg:ree

Bus.

NonBus.

1.65

1.76

1.50

1 .. 64

1.66

34

80

8

14

99

Education
Non
Ens·
En2·

31

BA
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V.

ATTITUDINAL SUMMARY

The purpose 'of the attitudinal section was to,quantify
possible differences in attitudes as they relate to vari
ables of background, education, and training.

But

dif~

ference~ and similarities between and within particular

variables may not mean much until they are compared in their
degree of difference.

To accomplish this, it is necessary

to compute the'degree of differences attained.

The computa

tion was done by grouping each variable (GS level, age, and
education) for ea'ch statement and calculate Delta, or the
greatest change represented by subtracting the smallest
average from the largest for each grouping.

For example, on

Table XXVII the lbwest average for GS level was 1.29 (GS 15)
while the highest was 1.84 (GS,l2).

Delta, then, is the sub

trahend of 1.84 minus 1.29, or .55.

If there were

o~ly

a few

hundredths difference for a variable for all the respondents,
then we may say that that variable is not particularly
"active" for that statement'.

On the other hand, if larger

differences appear within one variable group, then possibly
that variable does in fact have an influence on attitudes.
Table XXVIII calculates Delta for ali the sta'tements.
Presumably, the larger Delta

be~omes,

the greater is

the importance of that variable in identifying differences
in attitudes on that particular statement.

For example,

Statement A on Table XXVIII shows that Delta for GS level is

TABLE XXVIII
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LARGEST AND SMALLEST MEAN (DELTA) FOR EACH VARIABLE AND STATEMENT

Statement
F

A

B

C

D-

E

GS Level

1.20*

.86*

.72*

.66*

.42*

Age

1.68*

.91*

1.16*

.94*

No degree vs., degree

.07

.29

.41

No degree vs-. adv. degree

.48

.17

Engineer vs. non-engineer

.10

BS vs. BA degree
Business vs. non-business
Mean Delta

G

H

I

J

K

.50*

1.00*

1.70*

.60*

.4!3*

.55*

.28*

.67*

.90*

.37

.64*

.48*

.81*

.21

.03

.13

.68*

.25

.39

.13

.20

.37

.14

.32*

.21

.48

.66

.15

.38*

.20

.45

.27

.06

.03

.24

.31

.18

.15

.42*

.05

.13

.41

.59

,.19

.23*

.47*

.19

.70*

.50*

.40

.26

1.04*

.25

.69*

.49*

.31*

.45*

.02

.72*

.37

.30

.02

.67

.48

.60

.38

.23

.38

.51

.67

.40

.37

.30

*De1ta equal to or greater than mean delta for all variables in statement (computed
vertically) •
Key to statements:
A
B
C
D
E
F

-

Environmentalists' Concerns
Aluminum Plants
Necessity of Growth
Reduce Economic Expansion
Conservation of Energy
Power Shortages

G - Policy Disagreement
H  Power Contracts
I - Compatibility of Functions
J - Public Interest
K  Responsiveness
0'\

.r::..
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1.20, indicating that there is a significant difference in

attitudes on that particular statement for GS classification.
On the other hand, Delta for "Degree versus no degree" is
only .07 for Statement A, indicating that

posses~ion

of a

college degree by itself i~ not a good predictor of atti
tudinal differences.

Delta is considered to be significant

if it is equal to or greater than the average Delta· for each
statement (average Delta is shown on the

bo~tom

line of

Table XXVIII and is computed by averaging Delta vertically).
Delta meeting this criteria are starred (*).
Reading across Table XXVIII, we see that in eleven of
eleven cases Delta is greater than mean Delta for GS level.
Delta is significant for age in ten of eleven caseS1 how
ever, the education-variables (with the possible exception
of business/non-business) are not by themselves good pre
dictors of attitudinal differences for the statements pre
sented.

In other words, education var~ables tested appear

to have little significant influence on differences in these
particular attitudes.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
The preceding chapter should be analyzed on two
levels.

First, an effort must be made to explain why age
lev~l

and GS

proved to be reasonably predictive indicators

of differences in attitudes.

Also, lack of differences in

attitudes for educational variables must be explained.
Second, looking beyond internal variables, the attitudes
expressed by BPA executives as a whole must be analyzed.
That is, despite differences in attitudes among some sub
groups,

~efinite

trends in direction of attitudes can be

seen for the aggregate.

Why, for example, do the great

majority of BPA executives see environmentalists as "too
concerned with their narrow goals?"

(Table XV)

Differences in attitudes for age and GS level are
probably related because GS level tends to increase with age
(Table 1).

Older executives may feel a stronger attachment

to the status quo than do younger and lower level
tives.

execu~

This may partly explain the generally increasing

conservativeness of many responses with increase in age and
GS level.

Organizational loyalties and concern with retire

ment and promotion may increase with age and position.
some attitudes expressed by executives in ·their twenties

Yet
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were more oriented toward organizational traditi0n than were
some attitudes expressed by those in

the~r

ments B, C, G and F are examples of this.

thirties.

State

Perhaps this is

because those in their twenties may be more susceptible to
organizational and peer group pressures in their desire to
conform to reduce anxiety and secure their job positions.
Those in their
attitudes.

thirt~es

were most apt to express dissident

This group may feel more secure and thus more

free to express deviant viewpoints.
Differences in attitudes for GS level may be partly a
funct~on

policies.

of,access to or interest in agency information and
Presumably, those in higher positions are "in the

know" on more issues than those at lower positions.

Also,

the higher an executive ascends the bureaucratic ladder, the
wider his horizons tend to be.

He should not limit his

knowledge and interests to his own narrow tasks; he should
look beyond more toward the "big picture" as it is presented
to him.

Those who 'seek promotion

ar~

often more successful

at it through careful conformity to bureaucratic
rather than deviance from them.

obj~ctiv~s

Indeed, Table XIII and XIV

indicate that perceptions of influence tend to increase with
increase in age and GS level.

What this suggests is that

conformity to the organizational viewpoint may lead ,to
greater social acceptance and confidence.

Advancement in

grade level may very well highly depend on acceptance and
confidence, and hence on conformity.
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The author confesses to be rather surprised at the
dearth of differences in attitudes for educational vari
ables.

Several explanations for this can be'o-ffered.

First, amount of education or curriculum has little effect
on attitudes.

Second, organizational norms and peer group

influences outweigh or counteract educational influences.
Third, the wrong educational variables and attitudes may
have been analyzed.

Fourth, a combination of these explana

tions is responsible.

The fourth explanation is probably

the most fertile to explore.
Attempting to find differences in attitudes at BPA be
tween those with four \year degrees and those without degrees
may be somewhat futile because of the wide exposure of BPA
executives to at least

n

some college. II

Ninety-three pe·r

cent of the sample had attended "some college" while 79%
have one or more degrees.

Thus, the average executive has

only slightly less than a college degree (Table II).

If a

college education has an influence on attitudes, then surely
differences between thope with degrees and those without
degrees would be somewhat muted if the only distinction be
tween them is longevity in school and a -diploma in hand.
Expec~ed

differences between engineers and non

engineers did not materialize either.

This may be partially

due to the selection of the data to be used.

"Engineerf?"

were considered to be anyone who had studied predominately
engineering courses at college, regardless of whether or not
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the individual 'had earned a degree.
of everyone else.

Non-engineers consisted

Unfortunately, no good comparisons could

be made with other disciplines because of the small numbers
involved.

Thus, the non-engineers were a mixture of eco

nomists, social scientists, mathematicians, and anyone left
over.

This resulted in a somewhat adulterated sample.
Part of the diffibulty in this study is the lack of

personnel with contrasting background variables with which
to make comparisons.'

The typical BPA executive is male,'

well educated, with a background in engineering.

Other

disciplines and those with only a high 'school education are
almost non-existent.

The striking thing about' the BPA

executives is not differences, but similarities.
holds true for the attitudinal data:

The same

the data is not notable

for differences in organizational attitudes, but for its
I

similarities.

Only for statements G and H was the total

average attitude near 3.0 or neutral.
is indicative of two possibilities:

A mean close to 3.0
one, the great majority

of respondents were neutral on the issue, or, two,' there was
a great diversity of opinion ,which averaged out at. neutral
because of the extremes.

St~tements

G and H are examples of

the latter occurrence.
The remaining statements elicited rather strong aver
age sentiment one way or the other, as shown in Table XXIX.
The question, then, turns from asking what causes differences
in attitudes to asking what causes similarities.

What forces
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TABLE XXIX
A COMPARISON OF MEANS FOR
ALL STATEMENTS

Mean

Statement
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
.I

-

Environmentalists' Concerns
Aluminum Plants
Necessity of Growth
~educe Economic Expansion
Conservation of Energy
Power Shortages
Policy Disagreement
Power Contracts
Compatibility of Functions
J - Public Interest
K - Responsiveness

2.27
3.90
2.46
3.87
2.20
1.39
2.95
2.94
1.66
3.68
1.65

contribute to the general concurrence on many issues at
BPA?
BPA's main function is to market and transmit power.
Marketing is the complex but relatively minor function of
selling, accounting, and contracting for power deliveries.
The major function--that of transmitting power to the
buyers--is a highly technical one, requiring the expertise of
engineers and specialists to complete.

Sixty-seven per cent

of the executives at BPA have had at least some engineering
schooling.

Another 9% have had formal education at the qol

lege level in mathematics and the physical sciences (Table
III).

It is thus not an overgeneralization to consider BPA

as an engineering institution, organized by necessity to
master the complex world of

h~gh

voltage transmission, con
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verters, relays, trans'formers, and tower design.
functions are secondary to and dependent on the

All other
enginee~

and

his ability to solve the technical problems in transmission
of energy.

No power can be sold if it cannot be delivered.

Engineers are the backbone of.BPA and provide the
majority of the personnel pool

fr~m;which

to select those

who will advance into other areas within the organization.
Engineers whose abilities transcend the technical may be
promoted into such areas as personnel or administration.
This is not to say that an individual must be an engineer to
advance at BPA.

However, even in an

admin~strative

capacity,'

the ability to communicate with technical jargon and to
understand the principles involved in power transmission
proves invaluable.

Because BPA is a technical institution,

its manpower pool is heavily oriented toward the engineering
sciences; BPA must draw from this source for the majority
of its future leadership.
Because these

indivi~duals

tend to share certain simi

larities and because these individuals will help to make and
carry out policy, we must look deeper into the background
and values associated with engineers as they apply to the
norms at BPA.

This is not to suggest that norms at BPA are

all identical or that some sort of conspiracy of propaganda
exists at the agency to instill uniform attitudes.
as Kaufman notes:

Rather,
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• • • the norms evolve ~ithout conscious or system
atic effort on anyone's part; indeed, it sometimes _
appears the individuals controlled by them could not
articulate them if they were asked to, although the
observer can see quite plainly that the standards
determine what personnel do and decide. 2l
Can these norms be identified?

How do they affect policy?

How are norms created and reinforced?

What is the relation

between encjineering background variables, norm~-, and policy?
It is to these questions--as they apply to BPA--that we now
turn.
As a preliminary to this discussion; the term "value"
must be given a working definition.

Milton Rokeach defines

a value as " • • • an enduring belief system that a specific
mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally and
socially preferable to various alternative modes of conduct
or end states of existence.,,22

A less unwieldy adaption

might term a value as a lasting preference for
state of affairs.

~

particular

Recent research has found that values do

change, but the permanence of that change is questionable.
Seth Arsenian, in conducting a 25 year follow-up on student
values, concludes that values do often change during the
college years, generally in the direction of the college's
special orientation.

He also found that values often changed

or reverted to pre-college levels after the passage of time.

21

Kaufman,

2E.

cit., p. 73.

22Milton Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Values: A
Theory of Organization and Chanse, (San Francisco: ·Jossey
Bass, 1968), p. 160.
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In other cases, values held rather stable.

23

Generally, then, there is little evidence that·co11ege
training permanently changes values in any predictable ,
manner.

Peer group inf 1ue,nce is probably a' much 'stronger

force on values during college than is the curriculum or
professors.

However, other evidence'suggests that there are

definite differences in values between academic majors.

By

a self-selection process, students are drawn to the area
where they are best suited intellectually and socia11y.24
Here, pre-exi,sting values tend to be reinforced, and dif
ferences in values with other academic fields tend to be
sharpened. 25 , Further evidence of diff~rences among students
in academic areas is found for intelligence and 1iber'a1ism of
attitudes.

The most intelligent students tended to gravi-'

tate toward the physical sciences, engineering, and mathe
matics.

The middle level of intelligence was often found in

literature and the social sciences.

The bottom level was

most often represented in agriculture, business, home eco
nomics, and education.'

But social science students were

23 Seth Arsenian, "Change in Evaluative Attitudes
During Twenty Five Years," Journal of Applied Psychology,
LIV, (Aug. 197.0), pp. ,302-304 •
24
. car1 Bereiter and ~ervin B. Freedman, "Fields of
study and the People in Them," in Nevit.t Sanford,' ed.,.
American College, (New York: ~i1ex, 1962), p. 569.
25C • William Huntley, "Changes in Study of Value
Scores During tl:le Four Years of, College," Genetic Psychology
Monographs, LXXI ~ (May .196,5), Pl? 349-383.'
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found to be the most liberal in attitudinal studies, while
students in agriculture and engineering were among the least
liberal.

Students of literature, arts, and natural sciences

were between the extremes.

26

Value rankings of engineers with nine other curricular
groups placed engineers second in economic values, third in
religious values, fourth in social and political, sixth in
theoretical, and eighth in esthetic values. 27

It may be

surmised from these findings that engineering students are
not particularly comfortable with the theoretical and the
esthetic.

They are most comfortable with ma'thema tics and

science where the laws and formulas are given or applied to
predictable events with predictable results.
cal and the theoretical in

~he

concrete enough for engineers.

The hypotheti

social sciences are often not
They also have a loW es'teem

for political science and sociology as useful tools.

These

two social sciences were ranked fortieth and forty-first
respectively (from a list of 44 possible choices) by career
engineers who were asked to recommend courses for future

.

.

eng~neer~ng

s t u d ents. 28

"
Th
e eng~neer~ng
stu d ents are not

unique in their self-selection of areas of study for which'
26Bereiter and Freedman, 'loc. cit., pp. 564-68.
27

Huntley,

1££.

cit., p. 373.

28William K. Lebold, Robert Perrucci, and Warren'
Howland, "The Engineer in Industry and Government," Journa'l
of 'Engineering Educati.on, LVI, (March 1966), p. 249 'Table 5.
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they are best equipped and comfortable.

The social science

student may be poor at mathematics and science and better
adapted to the inexactitudes of the study of people.
The engineer is

essen~ially

He is re

a scientist.

quired to have only a smattering of social science, litera
ture, history, and English in his curriculum.

After his

formal training, the engineer, like all students, is faced
with career selection.

"The person

m~king

a vocational

choice in a sense 'searches' for situations which satisfy
his hierarchy of adjustive orientations.»29

Again, we see

the self-selection process at work where the individual
seeks to reflect his personality in his career choice.

A

pattern is developed where individuals with value systems
already established attend a college and

t~nd

to select a

major with which they are skilled and familiar.

This choice

will likely co-exist nicely with his pre-existing value
structure.

Here, slanting in the direction of his college's

special orientation, he tends to reinforce his values and
sharpen the distinction between his' values and 'other aca
demic areas.

After graduation he continues to seek familiar

surroundings in a career that will not upset his orientation.
It may be said that "birds of a feather do flock together."
Herbert Kaufman 'alludes to this phenomenon in The
Forest Ranger:
29J • L. Holland, "A Theory of Vocational Choice,"
Journal of Counseling Psychology, VI, (1959), p. 35.
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• • • the men choqsing professional forestry as
an occupation may be said, to have, demonstrated 'by
that choice a set of interests and attitudes indica- "
tive of a degree of receptivity to the' requirements
of life in the Forest Service. • • • Willingness to
conform is in this sense employed as an initial
criterion of selection, a standard applied to them
selves by the young men crossing the threshold to
professional training • • • • 30
If an engineer finds that he does not fit in an organization
(or if his peers decide it for him), he may le'ave, thus
further consolidating the like-mindedness of those who re
main.

It is importaht at this point to emphasize that the

generalizations expressed here do
neers.,

no~

apply solely to engi

Any organization that draws predominately from one

group risks this seli-narrowing of

perspective~.

that selects its personnel prd.ma'rily from among

An

a~ency

soci~l

workers or lawyers should 'expect similar perspectives as a ,
result of that selection.
,

The data from the attitudinal comparisons suggests
that not only dqes

th~

engineering viewpoint dominate (per

haps from sheer numbers), but that

no~-engineers

extent have accepted these pervasive attitudes.

to a great
The atti

tudes at SPA are strikingly similar largely because the
agency selects its personnel from a relatively homogeneous
and narrow group.

Yet personnel at SPA from

outsid~

of' this

narrow group seem to have been socialized toward similar
attitudes.

This suggests that personnel selection and '

30Kaufman, 22. cit., p. 165.
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socialization are complementary tools with which organiza
tions can instill £airly uniform and compatible attitudes.
This relationship between socialization and selectivity has
been noted before:
~ll other things being equal, socialization. and
selectivity can frequently substitute for each
oth~r, on.the simple ground that . • • the organi
zation can recruit participants who have the charac
teristics through training and education. On the
other hand, if the organization has to accept every
member. who wishes to join, or every member of a
specific but larger and unselected group, it has to 31
turn to socialization to produce the d~sired result.

At this jun'cture in' the study it is wise to rec9ns·ider
.
.
the purpose of the research.

The original intent was to at

tempt to find a link between background, training, and' edu
cation with attitudes and hence policy.

The link between

background variables was to have been differences in

~tti-

tudes; however, many of these expected differences did not
materialize.

As a result, the emphasis has had to shift to

possible causes of similarities in attitudes instead of dif
ferences.

BPA was labeled an

the impact of college and the
engineer was discussed.

eng~neering

institution

sel~-se1ection

~nd

process of

th~

Now the question turns toward asking

whether or not the engineering perspective at BPA has an
impact on policy.

3lAmitai Etzioni, A Comra~ative Analysis of com!lex .
Organizations, (New York: The Free Press, 1961), p. 58.

CHAPTER VII
SU~~RY

I.

AND CONCLUSIONS

GENERAL SUMMARY

One does not need to be an artist to judge rather
quickly that a typical BPA transmission tower is an ugly
addition to the landscape.

Yet, to an engineer, that tower

represents the genius of his profession.
for maximum efficiency, using a minimum of

A tower is designed
s~eel

to support

a huge weight in power cable against wind and other elements.
This

en~ineer

does not take kindly to an·environmentalist

who considers the tower to be a rape of the countryside.

To

an enginesr, energy enables man to perform work which

wou~d

otherwise have to be done by hand or not done at all.

His

tower efficiently transmits ·energy and that is all it is in
tended to do.

Work requires energy, and BPA's job is to

transmit energy.

When an environmentalist suggests that

energy use be curtailed, the engineer sees that as advocating
less performance of work.
It is thus not difficult to understand the animosity
that exists between BPA and the environmentalist . . The two
groups speak a different language and· operate o·n contrasting
value systems.

BPA is quick to point out all that it· has

done in the spirit of environmental protection--sub station
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beautification, narrower right-of-ways, impact statements,
etc.--but the majority of these projects and procedures were
forced on the agency after

~he

surge of environmental con

cerns.by groups on the outside of BPA who had a different
perspective.

suspicion of the e'nvironmentalists by 'the

majority of BPA executives suggests that further meaningful
environmental policy changes will only come as a result of'
pressures from outside.of BPA rather than internal motiva
tion.

Already the required environmental impact statements

are considered to be another political hurd.1e that must be
completed before the much needed work at hand can continue.
Because work must be performed and energy potential is not
to be wasted, BPA will continue to perceive energy supply
and transmission as the dominant priority and to consider
environmental concerns as secondary to those considerations.
The engineer tends to have a low estimate of politics
and politicians.

Yet BPA is dependent on the political pro

cess for its lifebl06d--its Congressional appropriations.
Budgetary concerns take up much of the time of many BPA
executives and a growing number would prefer that BPA be an
independent agency with authority to disperse its revenue as
it sees fit and tOr plan and construct new generating facili
ties.
cause

But this prospect is viewed with some pessimism be
t~e

politician is not seen as having the wisdom to see

the obvious.

However, BPA will likely push for independence

in the future, possibly timed to coincide with a power
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shortage to add an emergency emphasis to the request.

A

move toward independent status similar to that of TVA'would
not only be consistent with BPA's goals, but would further
reflect the special desire of the engineer to be well in
sulated from the whims of politics and politicians.

If

independence were to be granted, BPA would be free to meet
,energy demand as befits its perception of work and economic
potential.

Barring independence, the Hydro-Thermal Program

has strong support among BPA executives as a stop-gap mea
sure which also increases

~egional

dependence on BPA as

energy coordinator.
The engineer tends to see continued growth of bus·iness
and industry as natural extensions of the "work requires .
energy" ethic.
be used.
plied.

If energy potential is available, it should

If energy is demanded, that demand should be sup
Growth is seen as a function of consumer

demand~

to

deny demand is to upset the ordered relationship 'between work
and energy.

Growth, therefore, is to be expected and cer

tainly should not be limited artificially.

While the engi

neer covets efficiency, he cannot tolerate waste.
energy is as abhorent to him as is limiting demand.

Waste of
The

engineer thus favors efforts to avoid waste of energy re
sources.

But favoring conservation of energy may be an ele

ment of his efficiency ethic rather than an environmental
concern.

Future BPA efforts at "conservation" are likely to

include increasing generation capacit¥ to meet demand while
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attempting to limit waste.
The engineering perspective has its roots in the ef
ficiency ethic and the work-energy relationship, combined
with a belief in the natural function of supply and demand.
Efficiency requires maximum benefit with minimum expenditure
of resources.
efficien?y.

Esthetic considerations must be secondary to
Work requires energy and to limit energy is to

limit work performed by society.

Therefore, if energy

(work) is demanded, it must be supplied, and those who would
interfere with this natural function are seen as Utopians.
Conserva~ion

of energy is seen as an, acceptable notion pro

vided it does not hamper supplying "legitimate" demand.
Growth of business and population is perceived as another
natural outgrowth of demand.

The politician is judged to be

hopelessly tied to special interests, and thus
represent the true needs of the, public.

unab~e

to

The engineer knows

what society neeqs--efficient energy supply so that work can
be performed ..
Manifestations of this engineer mentality are seen in
BPA policy.

The' Hydro-Thermal Program is an extension of the

perceived need to supply all demand.

The attitude toward the

environmentalist is a function of the engineer's disdain for
Utopianism.

Encouraging economic growth is a ramification of

the notion that work and energy are not to .be artificially
limited.

Esthetic considerations are seen as acceptable,

but secondary to the energy requirements of society.

And,
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the preference for independence for BPA from po11ticial
control is partly an expression of the engineer's lack of
trust to'ward the politician.
Policy,

i~

is to be

agency says it does,
do.

b~t

recall~d,

is not only what an

what it actually ftoes' or does not

Policy at BPA is, then, subtly but surely shaped and

directed in the mold of the engineer.

The engineering

pe~

spective becomes 'the standard with 'which all policy is
judged as it is formulated and executed.

Because, no, one at

BPA is elected, the policy which is made there has little
accountability to the public.
BPA

affe~t

Yet, the policies pursued at

everyone in the Northwest.

The task for govern

ment and administrators is to find meti'lods to formu'late and
~xecute

policy in directions that are planned and account

able, while preventing or controlling policy that is made by
the perspective of the few.
II.

(1)

CONCLUSIONS

An attempt"has been made to link

cation, and training to policy at BPA.

backg~o~n~,

edu

Some significant

differences in attitudes were detected for certain variables
but not for others.

The most significant findings were not

differences in attitudes, but similarities.

Evidence was

offered which suggests that the effect of formal education
is not so much one'of molding certain attitudes and values,
but one of reinforcing pre-existing values through a, self
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selection process.

The student seeks comfort and conformity

in familiar academic surroundings.

The career selection

process can be seen as an extension of·this phenomenon.
(2)

Most organizations are dominated by some group

with similar backgrounds.

Bonneville Power Administration

executives are dominated by well educated Northwest natives
who studied engineering at a Northwest state college or uni
versity.

It is suggested that these similarities of educa

tion and training have been largely self-selected, but pro
duce a perspective that is more alike than different.
(3)
tive.

Policy is affected by this s,imila:r;-it¥ of perspec

It is seen in attitudes toward growth, environmental

ists, conservation, and efficiency.

Attitude's can be

se~n

in policy not only in terms of programs (or the lack of
them) but also in the interest or disinterest with which
policy is carried out.

Others in a bureaucrady with views

that differ from the preponderant perspective may

see~

to

conform to them to reduce anxiety and to facilitate advance
ment.
(4)

. Background variables are only a few of many

factors that affect policy.

Others include hierarchical

dictates, bureaucratic support seeking, and the bureaucratic
survival instinct.

But other policy factors are

influen~ed

by the perspective with which other directives, dictates,

. ,
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pressures, and ideas are magnified, diminished, or distorted
to conform to a certain organizational paradigm.
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APPENDIX A
METHODOLOGY
The primary means (in addition to a limited number of
personal interviews) of determining certain characteristics
and attitudes of BPA executives was through a written

questionn~ire.32

A pre-test was conducted on ten men and

the survey was modified somewhat after judging their re
sponses and criticisms.

In mid-July of 1972, the final

questionnaire (see Appendix B) was sent to 140 randomly
selected BPA employees in the grades of General Services
(GS) 11 through 15.

By chance, the sample did not include

any executives over GS 15 due to the low population (5) of
GS l6s and l7s.

Names were selected from a list of employees

supplied by BPA through the use of a table of random numbers.
For the purposes of this study, the respondents were
termed "executives" although it is acknowledge,(1 that some of
the respondents would be more accurately labeled "middle
management" or technical sp·ecialists.

Selection of individ

uals between GS 11 through 15' was based on a belief that
personnel at all levels can make or affect policy, and that
32The author wishes to extend credit to W. Lloyd
Warner, et al., The American Federal Executive, (New Haven,
Yale Univ. Press', 1963), Appendix A, pp. 267-268 for ideas
and format incorporateQ into the questionnaire.
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middle level personnel will provide the main pool from which
future leadership will be drawn.

The total sample of 140

represented 14% of the employees in grades GS 11 through 17.
Included with the questionnaire were two ·cover letters.
One was from the author which expiained the nature an~ pur
pose of the s·tudy.

The other cover letter (on BPA sta

tionery) was from the Chief of Personnel at BPA who au'tho
rized the study and asked for
ployees.

f~ll

cooperation from em

An IBM card was adapted for use as a reminder card

and sent to those who had not
within two weeks.

A code

r~turned

numbe~

the questionnaire

on each questionnaire

enabled the author to determine who had not responded.

After

the final cut-off date for returns, the code sheet was de
stroyed and each respondent

"b~came
I

a number."

The question

naire guaranteed confidentiali~y and the p~ocedure insured
anonymity.

All questionnaires ,and reminders were sent

through the BPA distribution system 'in government envelopes.
Completed questionnaires were

~eturned

.'

by,U.S. mail in a

!

stamped, addressed envelope toith~ Political Science Depart
ment at Portland State

Univers~ty.

Data were then coded and

punched ontp IBM cards for sorting and counting.
;

One

hundred fourteen usable questionnaires were returned, a rate
of 81.4% as shown on Table

xxx.

Despite the overall success of ,the questionnaire, some
information proved to be of little use, some too unwieldy to
analyze, and- some questions received poor responses.
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TABLE XXX
SAMPLE AND RETURNS

GS 16

GS 17

39

3

2

11

7

0

.0

28

9

7

90.3

81.8

100

GS 14

Total

GS 11

GS 12

GS 13

Actual
population

982

>272

368

210

88

Sample

140

38

53

31

Number of
returns

114

33

37

Per cent
returned

81.4

86.8

69.8

Question l6a is a case in point.

GS 15

Respondents were asked to

list a "program" to prevent a power crisis.

It was hoped

that comparisons of emphasis could be made and correlated
with background variables.

However, the responses were

dismal becauSe the question was too vague and requ.ired .too
much time to

th~ughtfully

complete •.

Question l6b was asked with the expectation that per
sonnel would have various notions of what the mission of BPA
actually is.

However, most executives answered "market

>

power," "transmit power," or "market and transmit power."
Not enough variety existed to make significant correlations.
Question
mary, the

l~c

failed largely from lack of response.

que~tionnaire

In sum

proved to be too long and time con

suming for the respondents: however, good responses were
received on questions that could be scaled or answered with
a short response.

APPENDIX B
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Unit~d States Department of the

Interior

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION
P.O. fku, ,\(,21, PORTI.ANIl, ORt-:(j(lN ,,., 208

lul, 12, 1972

In f('ply rd.'r 10:

To;.

Pro.:

Victor H. BDgliah t Chie!
Branch of Personnel JIaDage_nt
COoperative Project'With Portland State
UniversitJ and Philip G. 1I111am

BPA ia cooperatiDS nth the School of Social 'Seience, Portland
State OniYereitJ, in & project conducted by 1Ir. Pbilip G. till_.
Be ia atteliptiDB to determine the relationship, if 8111 t of indi
vidual backgrounds to policy development ill a bureaucratic structure.
Our part of the work ia to ask Jour cooperation in completing the
enclosed questionnaire aDd returnins it to him. Complete inatruc
'ions accOBp~ tbe questionnaire.
Your help in this

pro~.ct

nll be appreciated.
,

'

~~.
Incloeurea
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BPA EXECUTIVE STUDY
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
Dear respondent:
Your name has ,been selected on a random basis from a' list ,of BPA
executives. We'are asking that you cooperate on a study that will
take approximately 17 minutes of your time.
The attached questionnaire has been prepared by Philip G. Millam, a
graduate student of political science at Portland State University.
The questionnaire is 'one of the means that I am employing to gather
data about personnel at Bonneville Power Administration. The in
formation will be used as part of a Master of Arts thesis.,
Specifically, I am interested in the following questions as they
pertain to Public Administration: (1) Where and how have qertain
levels of BPA persbnnel received their education, training, and
background? and, (2) Do different backgrounds reflect different
attitudes toward certain functions of BPA?:
The information sought in this questionnaire will be held in the
strictest confidence. Due to the nature of the survey, I could
conceivably determine which individuals answered which questions.
However, this is neither my purpose nor my intent. No BPA manage
ment personnel will have access to the individual data. In no way
will individuals be compared on a basis of performance or qual{fi
cations, nor will comparisons be made with other agencies, public
or private.
This questionnaire gives you the opportunity to express your
opinions and creative solutions to some difficult problems faced
by BPA and the Northwest. With your cooperation, this research
project could add important knowledge to the limited information'
available on the relation between background and administrative
practices.
I sincerely hope that you will take the time from your busy schedule
to thoughtfully respond to this questionnaire. Please fold. the
completed questionnaire and mail it in the stamped, addressed
envelope. Thank you.

Philip G. Millam
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STRICTLY

'code nmnber*

~ONFIDENTIAL

Approximate completion time 17 minutes

*The only purpose of this code
number is to facilitate pos
sible follow-up ~ction.

This section of the questionnaire is designed to determine some basic
background data on each individual tested. In many ways it is similar
to an employment application form.
1.

What is the title of your present posi tion as shown on official job
'description charts? (optional)

2.

G.S. level (please specify):

3.

Your present position is best characterized as: Line

4~

Sex:

6.

Have you ever attended or are you now attending the BPA Basic
Supervisory Development Workshop? Yes
No

7.

Please stat~ tHe city and state (or foreign country) where you.
attended the greatest portion of high school.
City or town:
State:

8.

Extent of formal schooling:
attained. )
a. SOme high school
b. High school graduate
c. Some college

9.

10.

Male

Female

5.

Staff

Age (please state):

(please check only the highest level
d. College graduatee. Post-graduate study

If you. answered c, d, or e in #8 above, please fill
following for any college or'post-graduate study.
Institution{s)
Degree, if
attended
Major Subject
received
(BS, MA etc.)

in the
Year degree
received or
years attended

pattern:
Please list, in chronological order, employers for whom you
worked prior to coming to BPA. Please do not include part time
or temporary work unless it was significant to your career.

Care~r

a.

position

Firm or agency

Length of time
employed
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b.

Please list briefly the positions you have held since coming
to BPA and the approximate length of time in each-popition.
Plea&e list them in chronological order.
Length of time held,

position and G.S. level

11.

What year did you begin working for BPA?'

12.

If you were to leave BPA for any reason, for whom would you con
sider working? (Please specify the firm 'Or agency.)
a.
b.
c.

13.

----------------------------

d.

e.
f.

This section of the questionnaire is designed to determine degree
of agreement or disagreement on several statements. Please circle
the number. following the question that most nearly conforms with
your views on the i~sue.
SCALE
Strongly
agree
1 =
2 = Mildly agree
3 = Neutral
4 = Miidly disagree
5 = Strongly disagree
a. "BPA has the respOnsibility to do what it can to
power shortage in the Northwest."

prev~nt

1

2

a
3

4

5

b. "From hindsight, it was a mistake to encourage the aluminum
reduction plants to come to the Northwest."
1 2 3- 4

5

c. "Any BPA employee can air his disagreement on policy matters
without fear of formal or informal pressures being brought
against him."
, 1 2' 3 4

5

d. ,"The environmentalists generally have become too concerned
with their narrow goals and not concerned enough with the
'energy requirements of the whole society. II
1 2 3

4

5

e. "Power contracts with 'private power utilities should be
cancelled if such action is necessary to insure adequate
electrical energy for public power groups."
1 2 3

4

5

f. "The continued growth of business and industry is necessary
if we are to maintain the high standard of living that we
enjoy here in the Northwest."
1 2 3 4

5

g. "BPA should take a part in reducing the rate of economic
expansion in the Northwest with policies that restrict
availability of power."
1 2 3

4

5

h. "Marketing power and promoting the conservation of'power
are compatible functions for BPA."
1 2' 3

4

5
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i. "Generally speaking, the public is very interested in
and aware of the policies and activities of BPA." 1 2

3

4

5

1

2- 3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

j. "In general, BPA is very responsive to the wishes of

the_groups that it serves."
k. "BPA should become more actively involved in_ the
promotion of conservation of electric ene"r9Y. n
14.

15.

What group or groups benefit most from BPA policies?
(1)

(2 )

(3)

(4)

From your perspective, which groups or individuals (both inside and
outside of BPA) have the most influence on BPA policy? Please list
them in order of importance.
(1)
(2)
(3)

16.

(4)

Please respond in as much detail as you wish to the following
questions:
a. What steps (technical, political, social, and/or economic) do
you personally feel that BPA and the public mu'st take in order
to prevent or alleviate the power shortages forecasted for the
Northwest in the future? (Please list your "program" with the
'most important steps first, and so on.)
(Please continue rour response 9n the back of this sheet if you
require aaditional space.)
b. What is the official mission of BPA?

c. If the mission of BPA should be (in your opinion) different from
what you have expressed above:-please describe'what that mission
ought to be.

17.

To what extent do you feel that your opinions and advice influence
your supervisor{s)?' (Please check one.)
No influence
Same influence
Little influence
Much influence

Thank you for your time and cooperation. A finished copy of the thesis
will be made available to the BPA library. Please mail the completed
questionnaire in the attached, stamped envelope to:
BPA Executive Study
"
,
Department of Political ~cience
Portland State University
Portland, Oregon 97207
(please remove and dispose of the top two cover sheets and mail only
the questionnaire portion)

